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                                Our sectors
                                
                                    
                                            Italian design and high functionality blend together to give life to a range of products that puts the workers’ safety first. WORKY designs, manufactures and installs components and entire systems for mechanical workshops and body shops. We specialise in exhaust fume extraction systems, fluid and power distribution, dust/powders extraction, and welding fume extraction. Thanks to WORKY’s skills, we can perfectly integrate any kind of system into the building available, ensuring a smooth and simplified design and implementation process that has high added value.



                                            Find out more...
                                                Functionality, personalization, and precise compliance to safety standards: WORKY's solutions dedicated to industrial companies were born out of our experience in the field of systems and equipment, and are a mark of our continuous tendency towards maximum quality. We have developed a line of components and systems for fume and dust and powder extraction and filtration, for specific work involving welding, tin plating, grinding, and sanding. In addition to our solutions, cured in all details and industrialized to ensure high reliability and performance at all times, we offer global service, beginning at tailor-made consultancy for each new project.
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                                Exhaust fume extraction
                                
                                    

                                        Extracting exhaust fumes of motor vehicles from the work area prevents them being released into the work environment and becoming a health hazard for the operator.

A good exhaust extraction system has to collect the fumes at the production point (exhaust pipe of the vehicle) and has to convey them outside the building to be expelled into the atmosphere. Unfortunately, harmful gases such as carbon monoxide (CO), unburnt hydrocarbons (HC), and nitrogen dioxide (NOX), are cancerogenic and hidden killers … they are so impalpable and are so difficult to detect that they cannot be filtered but...

                                        Find out more...
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                                Extraction of dust
                                
                                    

                                        The process of dry sanding plaster and primer before painting has become the best method for sanding the panels of the bodywork of vehicles.

This system produces dust that spreads everywhere in the work area if it is not properly extracted.

WORKY has devised a range of products and systems for extracting dust directly from the orbital polisher. Movable extractor fans and centralized systems guarantee this functionality with variables and models that always match your needs.

Dispersed dust is an enemy of productivity and cleanliness. That is why we are committed to guaranteeing you ...

                                        Find out more...
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                                Fluid & Energy Distribution
                                
                                    

                                        The technical fluids that WORKY's Systems Division deals with are all new and waste lubricant oils, antifreeze, windscreen cleaner, water and compressed air, which is also a fluid.

The range of products described in this section guarantees that these fluids are taken from their storage tanks to the point of use.

The pumping and level control systems interface with the dispensing systems (dispensing can also be computerized) through hoses made of different materials that are sized to ensure a flow that is constant and appropriate to customer needs.

The WORKY solutions range from a m...

                                        Find out more...
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                                Extraction of welding fumes
                                
                                    

                                        For companies, the installation of a welding fumes extraction system is advantageous not only in terms of worker health and safety, but also in terms of productivity and profits.

Modern technologies indeed allow optimisation of interaction times with the extraction system, increases to operational capacity and cost reductions, while growing the user’s business.

Why is a welding fumes extraction system essential in companies?

Installing cutting-edge welding fumes extraction systems makes the working environment not only safer and healthier, but also more efficient, with consequent b...
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                                        In this section, which is always updated with the latest news, you can download and check out:


	
	The Automotive and Industrial catalog, with the complete, detailed selection of all WORKY’s products;
	
	
	The company profile, to know more about all the advantages of our products and services;
	
	
	The Selected for you catalog, a selection of all our best sellers, divided by functionality and gathered in an easily accessible collection.
	


All the material available here has been made with the purpose of showing you our products in the easiest, clearest way possible. We like...
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